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Summary

The purpose of this thesis was to design and test the interfaces of sensors and actuators. In the

complete Attitude Determination and Control System CADCS) the Interface Control Processor

(ICP) must be interfaced to various sensors and torquers.

The testing of interfaces involves the simulation of sensors and actuators and also two of the

Attitude Control Processor's functions, i.e. sending actuator commands and receiving sensor

data. The tested interfaces are for two actuators and three sensors. Both analog and digital

sensors and actuators are interfaced i.e. reaction wheels, magnetorquers, magnetometer and

horizon /fine sun sensor. The simulated sensors and actuators are to be employed on three axis

controlled, low earth o~biting micro-satellites.

To test the interfaces, a test circuit was developed and the design is presented. Finally the

software to facilitate the testing was developed and is also presented with the analysis based on

protocol implementation and data rates.
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Opsomming

Die doel van hierdie tesis was om sensor en aktueerder koppelvlakke te ontwerp en te toets. In

die volledige Attitude Determination and Control System CADCS) moet die Interface Control

Processor CICP) aan verskeie sensore en torquers gekoppel word.

Die toets van koppelvlakke behels die simulasie van sensore en aktueerders en ook twee van die

Attitude Control Processor (ACP) se funksies, naamlik die stuur van aktueerder bevele en die

ontvang van sensor data. Die koppelvlakke vir twee aktueerders en drie sen sore is getoets.

Beide analoog en digitale sensore en aktueerders is gekoppel, naamlik die reaksiewiele,

magneetspoele, magnetometer en horison I fyn son sensor. Die gesimuleerde sensore en

aktueerders sal gebruik word op drie-as beheerde, lae aardbaan mikrosatelliete.

Om die koppelvlakke te toets is 'n stroombaan ontwikkel waarvan die ontwerp hier aangebied

word. Sagteware om die toetse te fasiliteer is ontwikkel en word ook hier aangebied tesame met.
analises gebaseer op protokol implementering en data tempo's.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The ADCS hardware can be divided into three categories namely the ADCS onboard

processors (ICP and the ACP), actuators and sensors. The ADCS components described

here are applicable to small, low earth orbit (LEO) satellites. The ADCS stabilizes and

orients the satellite in the desired direction during the mission despite the external

disturbance torques acting on the satellite. This requires the satellite to determine its

attitude using the sensors. The attitude control is achieved by using the actuators.

COMMANDS DISTURBANCES

.

I SENSING LOGIC ACTUATION DYNAMICS

I I I

Figure 1.1 General Satell ite Attitude Control System [1]

In general, a spacecraft's attitude control system consists of the following four major

functional sections: sensing, logic, actuation, and vehicle dynamics. The sensing function

determines the satellite's attitude. The logic programs the electronic signals in a correct

sequence to the torque producing elements, which in turn rotate the spacecraft about the

center of mass of the spacecraft. The resulting motion (dynamics) is then monitored by

the vehicle sensors, which thus close the loop of the spacecraft attitude control system

(see Figure 1.1).
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The ADCS consist of two main processors, namely the rcp and the ACP. The function of

the rcp is to manage the sensors and the actuators on the ADCS. The rcp is an 80C3l-

based micro-controller. On SUNSAT the rcp has four main communication routes,

namely three UART-routes to OBC1, OBC2 (Onboard Computers) and to the ACP

respectively, and a general bus (8031BUS) connected to a multi-plexer and to the sensors

and actuators [7]. The ACP, a T800 transputer implements all the control system

software.

386 BUS - - .,OBC2

UART's

I

I

I

I
I

I

...

ADCS

8031BUS _-,----1--; --~OBC1

<,
LlNKO UART's

T800 BUS MUX for
- RWSSBUS

LlNK1' -_-~ ACP

LlNK2

SCP RWSSBUS - i__ RWSSBUS -

Sun and horizon
sensors and

sunsel sensors

Magnetometer,
MT's and RW's

Figure 1.2: The Basic Structure of the ADCS Communication on SUNSAT [7]

Figure 1.2 shows the basic communication routes on the ADCS of SUNSAT Since the

ADCS is a time critical system the codes running in both the ACP and the rcp must also

be time dependent processes.

2
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1.1 Objectives of the Thesis

The objective of the thesis was to develop the interfaces for testing various sensors and

actuators. The development of these interfaces includes the development of the test

hardware and software. The test hardware must be able to support the simulation of the

sensors and actuators, both digital and analog. The sensors and actuator interfaces must

be compatible with the general ADCS communication protocols.

1.2 Methodology .

The interface test hardware was constructed as shown below in figure 1.3. For the

purpose of the thesis, only the partial system inside bold dashed lines including the ACP

was developed.

T800BUS
.. - - - - - - - -,,

aBC 1 LINK 0 , ACP ,LINK 1 aBC 2, ,
, ,
,

UART
,

UART UART- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -, - - - - - - - '- - - - - - - - - - - ., RS485 ,
, IUART RS485

IUART

,
, ,
, ,
,

ADuC812 r-t ADuC812 I ,
, HORSUNBUS ,
, ,
, l Reaction I Magnetorquers ]

,

I
Wheels

1 I
~horizon ,

Magnetometer sors ,

I
,

, ,
,

- ~ -
,

.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

MULTIPLEXER BUS

386 BUS

NOTE: - - - - - - The System Implemented
in the Thesis

Figure 1.3 Interface of the Test Circuit with the ADCS
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To implement the RS-485 protocol, two ADuC812 based slaves were interfaced with the

simulated sensors and actuators. The ACP was simulated using a Pc. The only functions

of the ACP implemented by the PC are to send actuator commands and receive sensor

data.

The scope of this thesis document covers the following topics:

• Chapter 2 introduces various types of attitude determination and control components

for three-axis stabilized micro-satellites.

• Chapter 3 presents the interfacing of the sensors and actuators to the ADCS of

SUNSAT. The interfacing of the simulated actuators and sensors with the test

hardware is discussed.

• Chapter 4 presents the discussion on the software implemented in the hardware

circuit. The code implemented in slave 1, slave2, horizon / fine sun sensor data and

the master (PC) are discussed in the form of flow diagrams respectively.

• Chapter 5 looks into the implementation of the software and hardware to simulate the

sensors and actuators. The results of the measurements done on the hardware and the

analysis of the hardware and software are presented in this chapter.

• Chapter 6 summarizes and reflects on the results presented III the thesis. Some

recommendations on the possible interfaces are also outlined.

4
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter discusses the different types of attitude determination and control components. The

sensors discussed here measure the orientation of the satellite axes with respect to external

references such as the earth, sun or the stars.

ATTITUDE DETERMINATION

2.1 Magnetometer

The magnetometer measures the strength of the geomagnetic field vectors in three axes. The

satellite attitude (e.g. flitch, roll and yaw angles and angular rates) is determined by comparing

magnetometer readings with the IGRF (International Geomagnetic Reference Field) model of the

earth's magnetic field.

SENSOR UNITeS)

x - AXIS

ELECTONICS UNIT

Z-AXIS

y- AXIS

TELEMETRY
LINKSIGNAL

PROCESSING &
ANALOG-TO-

DIGITAL
CONVETERS

IL ~ 1

Figure 2.1 : Generalized Block Diagram of a Magnetometer Unit [2]
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The Earth's magnetic field strength decreases with distance from the Earth as 1/["\3. For altitudes

above 1OOOkm,the residual spacecraft magnetic biases dominate the magnetic field measurement

[9]. The magnetometers are suitable for LEO satellites since their orbits are less than 1000km.

Magnetometers consist of two main units, an electronic unit and a magnetic sensor (see Figure

2.1). The electronics unit converts the sensor measurements into a suitable digital format. To

improve accuracy, the. magnetometer data can be combined with data from the sun or horizon

sensor [9].

2.2 Horizon and Sun Sensors

2.2.1 Horizon Sensors

Horizon sensors are infrared devices that detect the contrast between the cold of deep space and

the heat of the Earth's atmosphere. On SUNSAT (see figure 2.2), two orthogonal linear CCO and

lens assemblies look 27.3° below local level to obtain orthogonal measurements of the sunlit

earth horizon [6]. A ± 15° view on each 2048 element CCD is used to obtain pitch and roll

attitude angles to an accuracy of 0.5 mrad if the satellite yaw angle is known [6].

x

, ,

y 30 de9('" +Z
" r- 2

I\~~~~ ~-L_

~~~

I
~ 1

L,~
I \

I \
I

\
I \

I
\

I

I
\.

I
\

I
\

I
\

-x

Figure 2.2: Horizon Sensors Position on SUNSAT
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Horizon sensors are used when both CCDs detect a valid sunlit horizon, and accurate attitude

information is needed. The rest of the time the horizon sensor will be inactive [6].

2.2.2 Fine Sun Sensor

Similar linear CCD technology as used in horizon sensors is applied to obtain a sun azimuth

measurement within a 60° view with an angular resolution of Imrad (see figure 2.3), [6]. The

sensor head consists of a slit aperture perpendicular to the CCD array [6].

x

incident
sun

angle

\

\

\

\

I
I

+Z

\

\
\
\

\...
\

\y 120 deg \ 1-------,

2
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I

Figure 2.3: Sun Sensor Positions on SUNSA T

To obtain accurate yaw measurements, the fine sun sensor is used. The fine sun sensor is used on

SUNSAT during imaging when it is important to have accurate yaw attitude information. For

two-axis output, two sensors can be mounted perpendicular to one another (see figure 2.3). The

fine sun sensor is switched off when the satellite is in the earth's shadow to reduce power

consumption.

7
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2.2.3 Coarse Sun Sensors

The coarse sensors or cosine detectors are sensors based on the sinusoidal variation of the output

current of a solar cell with the sun angle (see figure 2.4).

SUN
incident angle

of solar
radiation

normal axis

pointing vector

PHOTOCELL

Figure 2.4: Cosine Detector Sun Sensor

The energy deposited in a photocell and consequently the output current, f, is proportional to the

cosine of the angle of incidence of the solar radiation [2]:

1(8) = I(O)*cos( fJ) 2.1

The effective photocell area and Fresnel reflections cause small transmission losses that are

omitted from equation 2.1. The currents from each cell are compared to obtain the sun vector

direction with respect to the satellite body [2].

2.3 Star Sensors

Star sensors represent the most common sensor for high accuracy missions [9]. Star sensors are

categorized into scanners and trackers. Scanners consist of multiple slits that allow stars to pass

8
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through in a scanner's view. After several star crossing, the vehicle's attitude can be derived.

Scanners are usually employed on spinning spacecraft.

On 3-axis stabilized spacecraft, trackers are used. Trackers are employed to track one or more

stars to derive 2-or 3-axis attitude information.

On SUNSAT at least 2 separated stars are detectable within the sensor's field of view and

enable an algorithm using a star catalogue to calculate the pitch, roll and yaw angles. The pitch

resolution depends on the stars' separation distance. During earth imaging, the star sensor is

always pointing towards the orbit anti-normal, so only a small part of a full star catalogue has to

be present on board the satellite [6].

Star sensors are susceptible to being blinded by the Sun and the Moon. The star sensors

are usually employed together with gyros in high accuracy missions.

ATTITUDE CONTROL

Attitude control is the process of achieving an orientation of the spacecraft in a specified and

predetermined direction. Attitude control is separated into two forms, namely:

1) Attitude stabilization which is the process of maintaining the present orientation.

2) Attitude maneuver is the process of reorienting the spacecraft from one attitude to another.

The motion of the satellite can be separated into motion of the satellite's center of mass in the

earth-centered coordinate system and motion of the body of the satellite about the center of mass.

The yaw axis points in the direction of the center of the earth. The roll axis is in the plane of the

orbit, perpendicular to the yaw axis and oriented in the direction of the velocity.

9
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spacecraft ancuter
momentum vector yaw

pitch

Figure 2.5 Attitude Control Coordinate Axes for an Orbiting Satellite

The pitch axis is perpendicular to the roll and yaw axes (see Figure 2.5).

2.4 Passive (Cravity Gradient) Control

Regional of higher
gravitational force

and lower centrifugal
force

VELOCITY VECTOR
Fc2 = m2·r2·(wO"2)

Regional of higher
centlfugal force

and lower gravitational
force

ORBIT

LOCAL VERTICAL

Earth

Figure 2.6: Gravity Gradient Restoring Torque [1]
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This system (passive control) uses a deployable gravity gradient boom with a tip mass. The

satellite is subjected to the earth's gravitational field that determines the movement of the center

of mass of the satellite.

Active control element components such as reaction wheels are not employed for passive gravity

gradient control. Figure 2.6 shows a gravity gradient restoring torque acting on the dumbbell

shaped satellite. The torque is the result of the inverse relationship between the gravity gradient

and the distance to the center of the earth.

The satell ite will react .in such a way that the forces acting on the mass center are equalized. The

passive control is used for pointing, with no accuracy involved.

2.5 Active Control System

2.5.1 Reaction Wheels

Reaction wheels are actuators of momentum exchange type. The angular momentum absorbed

by the reaction wheels is transferred to the spacecraft or satellite. Accelerating and decelerating

an inertial wheel changes the magnitude of angular momentum vector.

z
w'
:Ja
C!:
o
f-

~
:J

_J f-
W ZWw
I ~
S 0
~

W
f-

~
>-oo
Cll

t2 t3
l-----':-tO - - - - - - t'-' -----------, - - - - - - - -

~--~---------------------------- -----==--

1---,,- --- -- - - - --- --- ----~-~-

. Figure 2.7: Single-Axis Slew Maneuver [2]
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In three-axis reaction wheel system, usually three reaction wheels are used to control a satellite

with the wheel axes aligned with the body principal axes; a redundant fourth wheel is also

employed. On SUNSAT the fourth wheel is aligned to the Z-axis.

Figure 2.7 shows torque, wheel momentum and body rate of the vehicle. The torque motor

rotates at maximum speed when a new angular position is commanded at to The momentum of

the wheel increases linearly until the maximum limit of the wheel momentum or body rate is

reached at time t1 The body rate d8/dt then decreases linearly during the time interval, to-t1, and

causes the position angle, 8, to change with time. At time t2 a braking torque is applied to slow

the body rate. This braking causes the target position angle to be reached with a small angular

velocity. At 13,the target is reached but with small residual errors. These residual errors are then

eliminated by the stabilization control system.

2.5.2 3-Axis Magnetorquer Coils

Magnetic coils or electromagnets are used to generate magnetic dipole moments for attitude

control. The magnetic coils ensure a high reliability (lack of moving parts), and are digitally

switched on/off with dual polarity. Magnetic coils with n turns of area, S, create a magnetic

moment, M = nIS (Am 2), when fed with a current I [2].

perpendicular
to the plane
of the loop

M

Figure 2.8: Magnetic Moment due to a Current Loop
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This magnetic moment can generate a torque T by interaction with the terrestrial magnetic field

B [2]:

T=MxB (Nm) (2.2)

For a single wire loop enclosing an area S through which a current I is flowing the magnetic

moment M is given by'

M=ISn (2.3)

where n is a unit vector normal to the plane of the loop (see figure 2.8)[2].

For a coil with N turns, the principle of superposition gives m = NISn. The direction of the

magnetic moment is the direction of the thumb of the right hand when the fingers of the right

hand are cupped in the direction of the current in the loop. The magnetic dipole moment depends

on the material enclosed by the current carrying coil and is given by [2]:

d = urn (2.4)

and T = d x H, where ~, is the magnetic permeability and H is the magnetic field strength or

magnetic intensity. The magnetic torquers on SUNSAT use a PWM technique to control the

amplitude of the generated magnetic dipole moment. Weight, power consumption and bulk of

the magnetic coils influence the selection of the coils.

In the following chapter the interfacing of the sensors and actuators to the ADCS on SUNSAT is

discussed together with the interfacing of the simulated sensors and actuators to the interface test

circuit.

13
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Chapter 3

Interface Simulation Test Circuit Design

The first section of this chapter discusses the features on the micro-converter. The section

also gives reasons why the ADuC812 is the interface micro-controller of choice. The

remaining sections discuss the design and interfacing of different parts of the test circuit,

with the simulated sensors and actuators.

Further more the simulation of magnetometer, manetorquers, and horizon/sun sensor data

is discussed in this chapter. Finally the interfacing of the sensors and actuators to the

ADCS main board is also discussed in this chapter.

PC
(system master)

.-----------,-----~-------------------
serial data
from master

l
serial data
to master

1 _ slave 2

-L~UC812---.---'

slave 1

ADuC812

Magnetometer I
power supply

PC (parallel port data) I
horizon and sun sensors

Oscilloscope I Reaction I IlMagnetorquer I LEDs
Wheels i

Figure 3.1: Master / Slave Serial Network
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3.1 Sensors and Actuators Controller

The controller is used to read the magnetometer voltage outputs and horizon sensor data and

transmit this data serially to the simulated ACP via the UART. The micro-controller is also used

to give pulses to the reaction wheels and control bits to the MOSFET driving the magnetorquers.

The sensors and actuators were interfaced as shown in figure 3.1.

The controller of choice is the ADuC812 micro-converter manufactured by AD (Analog

Devices). The ADuC812 is a fully integrated 12-bit data acquisition system incorporating a high

performance self-calibrating multi-channel ADC, two 12-bit ADCs and programmable 8-bit

(8051-compatible) MC;:U on a single chip. 8K bytes FlashlEE program memory, 640 bytes

FlashlEE data memory and 256 bytes of on-chip data RAM support the programmable 8051-

compatible core. The additional MCU support functions include Power Supply Monitor, 32

Programmable I/O lines and Standard full duplex UART Serial Port I/O are provided for

multiprocessor interfaces and I/O expansion. When clocked at 12:tv1Hz the current needed when

the processor is running from 5V power supply is 26mA, and 15mA in idle mode and 50~A

when in power down mode.

The ADuC812 has three 16-bit Timer/Counters, namely: Timer 0, Timer] and Timer 2. The on-

chip ADC has been designed to run at a maximum speed of one sample every Sus (i.e., 200kHz

sampling rate).

The controller has an integrated ADC and DAC circuits, space is saved on the circuit board,

since fewer components are needed to interface with the 8051-compatible core. The code can be

downloaded to the ADuC812 via the standard UART serial port of the PC while the chip is in a

target circuit.

15
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3.2 Magnetometer Interfacing

3.2.1 Interfacing the Magnetometer to the ADCS

The magnetometer is interfaced to the ADCS through the magnetometer piggyback plug shown

in Appendix B.5. The output pins MAGMl, MAGM2 and MAGM3 carry analogue voltage

output proportional to the magnetic flux measured along the X, Y and Z axes of the

magnetometer respectively. Pin MAGM4 carnes an analogue voltage proportional to the

temperature of the magnetometer housing.

The process of converting from analogue signals to digital signals is done by the analogue to

digital converters.

3.2.2 Interfacing the Differential Power Supply to the Micro-Controller

To simulate the magnetometer bipolar output voltage and also to power the Op-Amp , dual

tracking de power supplies were used. The Op-Amps and the Analog to Digital Converters

(ADCs) provide the interface between the power supply and the micro-controller. The ADCs are

the integral part of the micro-converter (ADuC812). The Op-Arnps, are employed to convert the

differential output voltage from the power supply into ingle ended de voltage. The ADC

converts the single ended voltage into a 12-bit digital format.

The input differential voltage to the Op-Amps was varied to simulate the changing magnetic

field strength. The software program (Java) was written to read the digital data (converted analog

data) from the micro-controller). This Java program reads the data from the serial port of the PC

(Personal Computer) and displays the data on the screen. The functions of the Java program are

explained further in chapters 4 and 5.

16
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3.3 Horizon and Fine Sun Sensor Interfacing

3.3.1 Interfacing the Horizon and Fine Sun Sensors to the ADCS

The two horizon sensors and the fine sun sensor contain linear CCDs and identical circuits which

detect a transition from light to darkness [4]. The two horizon sensors detect the image of the

earth's horizon using the CCDs. The fine sun sensor uses the narrow slit, which allows a strip of

sunlight to fall on its CCD. Each CCD contains 2048 pixels. The transition from light to dark can

be represented by l l-bit values, one value for each sensor.

The horizon and fine sun sensors interface with the ADCS tray through the horizon-sun sensor

piggyback plug shown in Appendix B.4. This piggyback plug is the same type used on

SUNSAT.

D REG 0_ _

I A7 I A6 I A5 I A4 I A3 1A2 I Al lAO

o REG 1

I BB I B10 I B9 I B8 I AA I AlO I A9 I A8

D REG 2_ _

I B7 I B6 I B5 I B4 I B3 I B2 I B 1 I BO

D REG 3_ _
I S7 I S6 I S5 I S4 I S3 I S2 I S 1 I SO

D REG 4_ _

I - I- I- I - ISS IS10 I S9 I S8

Figure 3.2 Organization of Registers D_REG_O to D_REG_ 4
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Symbol

AIO ..O

BIO ..O

SIO ..O

AA

BB

SS

Name and Significance

X-horizon sensor data: l l-bit value representing X horizon transition

Y -horizon sensor data: l l-bit value representing Y horizon transition

fine sun sensor data: l l-bit value representing sun transition

X-horizon sensor saturation bit

Y -horizon sensor saturation bit

fine sun sensor saturation bit

The horizon / sun sensors are digital outputting devices with the hardware containing five 8-bit

registers. The three horizon sensor registers are accessed through pins D_REG _0, D_REG _1 and

D_REG_2. The 8-bit data from the registers is read by the micro-controller via port 8031_D

(Appendix B.4). Pins D_REG_O to D_REG_4 may only be driven low one at a time, other wise

bus contention will occur. The organization of the horizon and sun sensor data registers on

SUNSAT is as shown in figure 3.2. The same organization of the registers is proposed for testing

the interface circuit.

The two fine sun sensor registers are accessed through pins D_REG _3 and D_REG _4. Pins AA,

BB and SS receive bits to indicate if the CCD is saturated. These bits AA, BB and SS are stored

in registers D_REG_I.:tnd D_REG_ 4 (see Figure 3.2).

3.3.2 Horizon and Fine Sun Sensor Data Simulation

The two horizon sensors and the single fine sun sensor contain linear CCDs. Each CCD contains

2048 pixels. The pixels are averaged and a threshold value is then used to determine a valid

horizon condition. The threshold is represented by three 11-bit values, one for each sensor.

To test the ADuC812 software (code in slave 1 in figure 3.1), the micro-converter was interfaced

to the parallel port of the PC via port 0 and port 2. Port 0 lines are used to read in the digital

parallel data from the Pc. The Java code (horizon / fine sun sensor data) running in the PC is

used to send 8-bits of data to the micro-controller. The 8-bit data simulates the data coming from
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the five horizon and sun sensor registers. Port 2 pins of the micro-controller are used to select the

register (379H of the PCs parallel port) lines. The five bits (3 to 7) of the printer status register

(379H) can be made low via the external lines from the micro-controller. When one of the lines

is made low, data is output from the PC parallel port via the printer data register (378H).

As soon as one of the lines of port address 379H goes low and is detected, the Java code writes

out the parallel data from the PC to the micro-controller. Making one of these lines (port address

379H lines) low corresponds to selecting one of the horizon and sun sensors registers Only one

line at a time is made low to prevent bus contention.

Using port 0, the micro-controller reads in this data and sends it serially to another PC (network

master). Each parallel data read subroutine execution in the micro-controller reads in five bytes.

3.4 Magnetorquer Interfacing

3.4.1 Interfacing the Magnetorquer to the ADCS

The magnetorquers can be switched on and off using the pulse width modulation technique. The

magnetorquers are magnetic torquer coils. Appendix B.2 shows the schematic of the MOSFET

drivers for the Xl (x-axis) magnetic torquer coil. The MOSFET driver circuits are identical for

all the coils. The MOSFET drivers directly interface to the ADCS via the 80CS I. The 80CSI

provides the polarity status bits to the MOSFET drivers. The voltage at pins SXIA and SXIB

(see Appendix B.2) control the current in the coil. Pins SXIB and SXIA can have two discrete

voltages. The voltage- can be 14V and OV (Ground), similar to SUNSAT. The material and

resistance in the coil can influence the size of the discrete voltages.

The differential voltage between SXI A and SXIB creates the magnetic dipole on coil Xl. If

there is no differential voltage then current flow is zero, and the magnetorquer is off. If SX IA is

at 14V and SXIB is at ground then the current will flow in the direction of SXIB.

The magnetic torquer coils interface with the ADCS via the magnetorquer piggyback plug,

shown in Appendix B.6. Coil X2, which is along the x-axis, is connected to SX2A and SX2B.
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Coil Yl, which is along the y-axis, is connected to SYIA and SYIB. Coil Y2, which is also

along the y-axis, is connected to SY2A and SY2B. Coil Zl, which is along the z-axis, is

connected to SZlA and SZlB, and Z2 is connected to SZ2A and SZ2B.

3.4.2 Magnetorquer Status Test Circuit

Two status bits are used to control each coil, i.e. XIA and XIB.The bits come directly from the

micro-controller. To test the status of the coils the circuit shown in Appendix B 3 was

constructed. The circuit is made out of LEDs. When the status of the bit corresponding to an

LED is high, the LED is off. When the status of the bit changes to low the LED is switched on.

The LEDs were interfaced to port2 and higher nibble of port3 of the ADuC812 (slave 2). The

LEDs' circuit connected to the higher nibble of port3 is the same as the one in Appendix BJ

except that it consists of only four LEDs.

3.5 Reaction Wheel Interfacing

The reaction wheel is a pre-manufactured unit and the interface is designed with the

configuration of the reaction wheel in mind. The reaction wheels are servo motor components

with brushes or without brushes. For the servomotor without a brush the digital control system

can be configured as shown in figure 3.3 below.

r - - - -
Reference

input +
- + )--------1

error
signal • Digital

controller
(PC)

d.c servomotorD/A

I

- - -..digital ~_
signal

AID SENSOR

The Simulated Part of the Digital Control System
(The rest of the system was not implemented)

Figure 3.3 Digital Control System
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The DIA converter is employed to convert the digital control data from the PC, into a suitable

analogue signal (i.e. voltage, current) for the motor. It should be noted that the actual reaction

wheels were never interfaced to the interface test circuit. In testing the control voltage for the

reaction wheels the voltage from the DIA converter was measured and compared to the

calculated D/A voltage. The output of the D/A converter after amplification can drive the motor

to the required velocity or position [10].
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Chapter 4

Software Description

In this chapter, the execution flow of the test programs is discussed. The test programs discussed

include the horizon! fine sun sensor data simulation program, the ACP (network master)

simulation using Java, the simulated sensor read program and the simulated actuator control

program.

4.1 High Level Language

When writing in C, a compiler will get the code from high-level language to machine codes. If

assembly language is used, an assembler will get the code from mnemonics to the equivalent

numeric code. Using either language of the two mentioned above the initialization of the SFRs

will require the knowledge of the structure of the SFRs. The amount of reusable code in

assembly language is usually small and therefore the division of code into functions, as is done

in C, results in better structure of the software. The functions can be brought from one project to

another.

4.2 The Main Functions of Micro-Controller Software

The codes in the ADuC8] 2 micro-converters read data from the simulated attitude sensors that

include the horizon! fine sensors and the magnetometer control the simulated actuators that

include the 3-axis magnetorquers, and transmit sensor data to the simulated ACP. The ADuC812

performs these functions after receiving the correct commands from the Pc.

4.3 Polling and Interrupt Driven Data Transfers

The polling process is preferred when the CPU spends most of the time doing no work. Poll ing is

a method of using the resources for simplifying both the hardware and software associated with
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an application. The polling method uses resources even though service IS not wanted at the

particular instance.

In the partial system for the thesis, polling is utilized in the code that simulates the horizon and

sun sensor data. The Java code polls the parallel port of the PC to detect if any of the lines

corresponding to port address 379H is low. If any of the lines is low, then the PC will output the

corresponding byte to the micro-controller through the parallel port For most of the time this

Java program does nothing other than polling the parallel port.

When the timing or CPU resources become problematic, interrupt driven data transfers become

an alternative. The wait for poll time associated with polling can be too long and this can

sometimes lead to dry polls. There are no dry polls associated with interrupt-driven data transfers

and interrupt service can begin immediately after the request is detected.

The interrupt-driven data transfer is implemented by the codes running in the ADuC812 micro-

converters. The interrupts used include the serial port, TimerO, Timer1 and the ADC interrupt.

4.4 An FSA (Finite State Automation)

The FSA is a software machine that moves from one state to another based on the input received.

This is called state transition. The FSA is employed to parse the incoming byte stream into a

valid message. The FSA has an initial state in which it is looking for a synch/start byte. After the

initial state, several intermediate states that correspond to the next expected part of the message

follow. The final state reads and verifies the checksum. The FSA will return to the initial state if

at any stage a byte is received that does not agree with the format of a valid message.
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if neccessary

-'

invalid command
or byte timed out

looking for
valid

byte timed out

block size
complete,

Figure 4.1: General Receive FSA

When a valid message is received it is parsed into the queue and processed by the main loop. The

FSA system allows the micro-controller to spend more of the time working on tasks other than

serial communications. The model in figure 4.1 represents the code that runs the FSA.

The code that runs in both slaves implements the FSA method. Slave2 receives messages

containing the control data for the reaction wheel and magnetorquers. SIave2 also sends an

acknowledgement to the PC if the message is received correctly. If the message is invalid slave2

will send the NACK packet. The simulated sensors are only read after the correct message IS

received. If incorrect message is received, the PC resends the message.
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4.5 Horizon / Fine Sun Sensor Data Simulation Program

This section presents the execution flow of the horizon /fine sun sensor data simulation program

represented by a flow diagram in figure 4.2. The program is written in Java and runs in the Pc.

Start

I 0

pin
r

1-S--------"' WC;,. ou'b,... ox:J
Yee j

~o/ through3781

Figure 4.2: Horizon / Fine Sun Sensor Data Simulati 11 Program Flowchart
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The program polls the parallel port of the PC to detect if any of the lines corresponding to port

address 379H is low. If any of these lines is low, the PC outputs the corresponding byte to the

ADuC812 through the parallel port (register address 378H). For most of the time this Java

program does nothing other than polling the port.

Only one line (port address 379H lines) at a time is set low by the micro-controller to prevent the

PC from sending more than one different byte before the data is read by the micro-controller.

The data on the parallel lines changes after a new byte has been output.

4.6 Sensors Reading Program

This section presents the execution flow of the ND and digital parallel data reading program

represented by a flow diagram in figure 4.3. This program runs in slave1 micro-controller.

( S_ta,--rt__ ~)

Initialize the 8051 and
configure the ADC

Send NACK Read Analog
Channels

Transmit Only the
AID Data

Transmit All the
simulated sensor Data

Read Parallel
Digital Data

Figure 4.3: Process Running in Slave I
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After initialing the ADuC812 the program stays in the infinite for-loop waiting for the messages ..
When the message is received its validity is checked. The micro-controller responds with the

NACK to the invalid message.

The valid message for slave 1 carries the read sensor command. The analog-to-digital channels

are read first. Ifpin 3.7 is low the parallel digital data (horizon / fine sun sensor) will not be read.

The external line controls the status of pin 3.7. The status of pin 3.7 simulates the Tele-cornmand

signal indicating if the horizon /fine sun sensors are on or off

4.7 Actuator Control Program

The actuator code that runs in slave2 implements the FSA method described in section 4.4.

Messages containing the control data for the simulated reaction wheels and magnetorquers are

received in slave2. SIave2 also sends an acknowledgement to the PC if the message is received

correctly. lfthe message is invalid slave2 will send the NACK packet and the PC will have to re-

transmit the message.

The interrupts implemented in slave2 code are Serial Port and Timer 0 interrupt. Every second

the PC sends the reaction wheel control data, and if the message is not received correctly by

slave-2, the NACK message will be sent to the PC and on receiving the NACK message the PC

sends the message again.

The PC sends the magnetorquer control data to slave2 every 10 seconds. The slave program

switches on the magnetorquers for 8 seconds over the 10 seconds period. To have the

magnetorquers switch on for periods less than 8 seconds, slave2 code should have a function that

calculates the period according to the message received from the master (PC). When the 10ms

interrupt occurs, the 10ms counter is incremented. When the 10ms counter reaches 100 it is re-

initialized to zero and the Second-counter is incremented. When the Second-counter is one, the

magnetorquers are switched on, and when the Second-counter reaches 9, timerO is stopped and

the magnetorquers are switched off It should be noted that pairs of LEDs that are both on or off

simulate the off magnetorquers.
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The flow diagram shown in figure 4.4 represents the process that runs in slave2.

Start

Intialize the 8051
and configure

the DAC

No

Write O's to the
LED's

Start TimerO
set timerO

flag

Convert from Digital
to Analog

r---No----,

Stop TimerO

Y s

TimerO

Output the Status bits
to the LEOs

9 seconds
?

Figure 4.4: Process Running in Slave2

The handling of the 10ms counter and the Second-counter is done inside the TimerO interrupt

service routine. The interfaced LEDs will be switched on with the status held in the receiving

buffer.
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4.8 ACP Simulation Program

The ACP simulation program is written in Java and runs in the Pc. The PC communicates with

the slaves on the RS-485 network. Receiving the sensor data and sending of actuator control

messages are the only functions of the ACP simulated by this program. The communication

protocol between the slaves and the PC (master) is discussed in chapter 5.

Initialize the serial port
and the variables

process sensor data
and display on the

consoleNo

r---------No--------~Y s

send LEDs(magnetorquer)
status bits and DAC

command

Ten_sec counter

Figure 4.5 ACP Simulation Program Flow Diagram
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The program is written in Java and is represented by the flow diagram in figure 4 5 The program

stays in the loop sending out messages to the slaves. The control data for LEDs (magnetorquers)

is send every ten seconds and for DACs the control data is send every second.

The incoming bytes to the PC serial port are handled after the serial port event is invoked. This

Java program is also able to convert the AID conversion bytes into the decimal format The

sensors' data is displayed on the console to verify the measurements done at the NO input

channels.

The following chapter will look at the implementation of the communication protocol between

the master and the two slaves. The communication data rates between the slaves, the master and

the horizon lfine sun sensor simulator, are also discussed.

4.9 Communication Protocols

This section discusses the message formats of the protocol implemented for testing the sensor

and actuator interface test circuit. The messages discussed here are the acknowledgement

messages from slavel and slave2 going to the PC and messages from the PC to slavel and

slave2. The master initiates communication with the slaves. Data from the sensors is read first,

then the simulated actuators are communicated with.

4.9.1 Messages from slave 1 to the PC (Master)

On the bus network shown in figure 3.1 there is only one master (PC). Since there is one master,

slave 1 and slave2 can send messages containing sensor data and acknowledgements to the PC

without giving the PC's address. There would be chaos if the slaves had more than one master on

one RS-485 network.
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The message structure for this protocol is as follows:

Start Byte Slave 1 Address Type Byte Data Checksum

1 1 1 n 1 : Byte Count

Figure 4.6 Message Structure from Slave 1 to Master Protocol

In the case of slavel message format, two types of messages exists. The first is the message that

carries all the sensor data. The second type of the message is the one that carries only the ND

conversion (magnetometer) results when the Horizon I Fine Sun sensors are off

The overhead percentage in the message can be given by the following equation [8]:

Overhead Perc~ntage = 1 - N/CC + N) 5.1

where N, is the number of data bytes and C is the number of control bytes.

The equation above shows that an increase in the number of data byte leads to the decrease of the

overhead percentage. This means when slave1 transmits only the ND conversion data, the

overhead percentage in the message increases.

4.9.2 Messages from the PC to the Slaves

The message that the PC sends to slavel does not contain any data bytes. This message only

requests slavel to perform sensors reading and transmit data to the Pc. The message that the PC

sends to slave2 contains the data bytes. These data bytes carry the control bits for the LEDs

(rnagnetorquers). The DIA conversion bytes are also carried in the data field of the message.

Slave Address Type Byte Size Checksum

1 1 1 1 n 1 : Byte Count

Figure 4.7 Message Structure for Master to the Slaves Protocol
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The checksum byte is the single byte addition of all the bytes in the message ignoring rollover.

This type of structure is suitable for the FSA driven programs running in the slaves. The type

byte field is for the type of command given to the controller. Two types exist for slave2. The first

type is for the magnetorquer and DIA conversion command sent every ten seconds. The second

type is only for the DIA conversion sent every second.

4.9.3 ACK Messages from the Slave to the PC

The ACK messages from the slaves to the PC have the following structure:

Slave Address Type Byte ACK Checksum

1 1 1 1 : Byte Count

Figure 4.8 ACK Message Structure

In this message structure the field, type byte, represents the type of message being

acknowledged. This message structure contains no data field. The slave address field identifies

the origin of the ACK message. The NACK message takes the same form as the ACK message.
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Chapter 5

Discussion on the Results of the Study

5.1 Hardware and Software Analysis

In this chapter the conversion, reading and transmission rates are presented. The

transmission rates, includes the total time it takes for the micro-controller to read the data

from the simulated sensors and transmit this data to the PC. The communication protocol

between the PC and the two slaves is also discussed in this chapter.

5.1.1 Magnetometer

The dual tracking power supply was used to simulate the magnetometer.

AID Channel Input Voltage Vs Deferential Power Supply Output Voltage
5

4.5

4
>
Q) 3.5
Ol
co

0 3
>-:::> 2.5a.
~
U 2
0
«

1 . 5

Channel2
Channel3
Channel4

o : I
-1 5 -10 -5 o 5 10 1 5

Differential Input Voltage. V

Figure 5.1: ADC Single Ended Channel Input Voltage Vs Differential Input Voltage
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The Op-Amps (see Ap.pendix B.1) were employed to change the differential voltages into single

ended voltages. Figure 5.1 is the plot of the measured single ended voltages versus the

corresponding measured differential voltages. The graph shows that the single ended voltage

changes linearly with the change in the differential voltage over the range, -10V to +1ov. The

range of change for the single ended voltage over this differential voltage change range is 5V to

O.

To convert the analogue voltages to digital format the micro-converter (see section 3.1) was

used. The selection of the channel to be converted is done via the internal multi channel multi-

plexer. Writing to the ADC's SFR, ADCCON2 controls the multi-plexer and selects the channels

(see Table 5.1 below). Three channels are employed to convert the simulated magnetic field

strength and the fourth one converts the analogue voltage proportional to the temperature of the

magnetometer housing.

Table 5.1 Bytes for Channel Selection

CHANNEL ADCCON2 INPUT (SIMULATED)

Channel 2 00000010 X Magnetic Field Component

Channel 3 00000011 Y Magnetic Field Component

Channel 4 00000100 Z Magnetic Field Component

Channel 6 00000110 Temperature of Sensor Housing

The period for converting all four channels, plus the time taken to load the AID data into the

transmission buffer is, 155j..ls, which translates to 38 75j..ls per channel. It should be noted that the

increase in the number of channels converted results in the increase in total conversion cycle

time. The ADuC812 has the total of 8 AID conversion channels. The conversion cycle takes

140j..ls (35j..ls per channel) to complete without the data being loaded into the buffers. This shows

that the loading of buffers can be done within the ADC conversion subroutine without impacting

too much on the time taken to complete the reading of AID channels.
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The total AID conversion rate of 1551-ls (6.45kHz) together with the parallel data reading

discussed in the next section, and the transmission of data to the PC takes less than one second to

complete. This will be shown in the next section.

5.1.2 Horizon / Fine Sun Sensor

To simulate the five Horizon / Fine Sun sensor registers, the parallel port of the PC was used

(refer to section 3.3.1 for an explanation on the organization of the registers). PortO of slave 1 was

used to read the parallel digital data from the Pc. Five lines from port2 were used to select

(address) register 379H of the parallel port. It should be noted that port2 can be configured to

address 8 registers if required, but under this condition the PC's parallel port can not be

employed to simulate the horizon / fine sun sensor since the parallel port has only five input pins

[11]. Setting one of the five lines low corresponds to addressing one of the horizon/fine sun

sensor registers.

The horizon / fine sun ensor data was simulated with the use of the Java program. Only one line

at the time is et low to prevent the PC from sending more than one different byte before the data

is read by the micro-controller.

Addressing port 379H of the PC was done as shown in table 5.2.

Table 5.2 Horizon / Fine Sun Sensor Simulation Addresses

SIMULA TED REGISTER ADDRESSES FROM BYTES OUTPUT BY THE

PORT 2 JA VA PROGRAM

D REG 0 . 7FH 00110001- -

D REG 1 BFH 00110010- -

o REG 2 DFTT 00 II 0011- -

D REG 3 EFH 00110100
- -

D REG 4 F7H 001] 0 1] 0- -
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The manipulation of the digital data from the PC (horizon/fine sun sensor registers) into 2-bytes

for each sensor is done by the program running in slave 1. In total, there are 6 bytes produced by

the manipulation, 2-bytes for the fine sun sensor and 4-bytes for the two horizon sensors.

The subroutine to read and load the digital parallel data into the transmission buffer takes 280ms

to execute. This 280ms-subroutine period is 35000 times slower than the rate at which all five

pins of register 379H are polled by the Java code. The five pins are polled at the rate of 125kHz.

This polling rate ensures that no register 379H pin can go low and high again without being

detected. Each one of the five lines stays low for 42. Sms.

The micro-controller takes 750ms from the time it receives the first byte of the message from the

PC, to the time that the micro-controller transmits to the PC the last byte (checksum) of the data

message. This 750ms period can allow slave1 to send data to the PC every second if it were the

only slave on the RS-485 network.

The test RS-485 network has two slaves connected to it. Slave 2 receives the control data for the

actuator simulators and sends back an acknowledgement. The execution periods for slave2 code

are presented in the next two sections.

5.1.3 Magnetorquer

The interface between the ADuC812 (slave2) and the magnetorquer is one way. This means the

ADuC812 sends control bits to the magnetorquers and the magnetorquers send nothing in return.

The magnetorquers are interfaced to the 80C51 via the MOSFET drivers. There are 6 MOSFET

drivers on SUNSAT, one for each coil and two coils per axis.

To test the validity of the control bits, the circuit in Appendix B.3 was constructed. This circuit

was interfaced to port 2 of the micro-controller. Another similar circuit but with only four LEDs,

was interfaced to the upper port 3 nibble pins of the same micro-controller (slave 2). With this

interface the validity of all the control bits can be tested. When the LED is off logic 1 state at the

port pin is represented and when the LED is on logic 0 is represented.
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Table 5.3 Magnetorquer Simulator Control Bits

Port 2 (Slave 2) Simulated Port 3 (Slave 2) Simulated

Control Bits Control Bits

P2.0 XIA P3.4 ZIA

P2.1 XIB P3.5 ZIB

P2.2 X2A P3.6 Z2A

P2.3 X2B P3.7 Z2B

P2.4 YIA - -

P2.5 YIB - -
,

P2.6 Y2A - -

P2.7 Y2B - -

Every ten seconds the PC (simulating the ACP) sends the message with control bits. On

receiving the correct message the micro-controller sends back the acknowledgement packet. The

program running in slave 2 has the counter that allows the magnetorquers to be on for up to 8

seconds over a period of ten seconds. The 8seconds period is not fixed and has a resolution of

I Oms. To have the magnetorquers switch on for periods less than 8 seconds, slave2 code should

have a function that calculates the period according to the message received from the master

(PC). The control of 'the time counters is done within the l Orns Timer 0 Interrupt Service

Routine. The updating of port2 and 3 is done simultaneously. The micro-controller takes 12ms

from the time it receives the first byte of the message from the PC, to the time that the micro-

controller transmits to the PC the last byte (checksum) of the ACKJNACK message

5.1.4 Reaction Wheels

The input variable of the controller for the required reaction wheel speed comes from the 01A

converters. The D/A converters output voltages that range from 0 to VREF according to the

ADuC812 specifications document [12]. The measured voltage range on DACO and DACI pins

for VREFequals to 5.40V starts at -O.IAV to 5.38V. To protect the DACs from short circuits, the
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Op-Amps is employed (see Appendix B.1). The measured output voltage range of the Op-Amps

is -2.50V to 3.00V.

Figure 5.2 shows the divergence of the measured DAC outputs from the calculated outputs.

Measured and Caculated DAC Voltage Outputs
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Figure 5.2 Comparison between Measured and Calculated DAC Outputs

The DAC outputs were calculated from the 12-bit hexadecimal values. On the average the

measured values differ from the calculated values by 77mV. The 77mV value means that on the

average the difference. between the measured and the calculated analog outputs is within 1.43%.

The 1.43-% difference is partly due to the load caused by the Op-Amps connected at the DAC

pins and also the measured VREF was 5.37V de.

Figure 5.2 shows that at high voltage outputs the difference between the measured and the

calculated DAC outputs becomes smaller, and at these voltages the ADuC812 will work
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reasonably well to produce the calculated high reaction wheel speeds. For fast maneuvering the

reaction wheels have to attain high speeds that are functions of high voltages.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Three simulated sensors and two actuators were interfaced to the test ci-cuit. These sensors and

actuators combined represent the analog and digital attitude determination and control

components. Horizon /.fine sun sensor are digital outputting devices whereas the magnetometers

are the analog outputting sensors. The reaction wheels are analog actuators and the

magnetorquers are digitally controlled.

On SUNSAT the magnetometer data is requested every second. This means all four ND

channels are read in less than one second. The ADuC812 can read four ND channels within a

period of 15 5us, and is also capable of converting eight ND channels. The total conversion time

increases to 315~s for eight channels. With, the total conversion time of 3 I 5~lS the ND data can

still be send to the ACP every second. The test circuit was designed for the analog input voltage

resolution of 4.8mV (see figure 5.1). The magnetometer on SUNSAT has a resolution of 2.4mV

or output swing of±5V if the 12-bit ND converter is used. This finer resolution can be obtained

by changing the ratio of the resistors connected to the Op-Amps (change the ratio from 14 into

1:2 and the input voltage range from ±IOV into ±5V). In general magnetometers with a wide

range of output swing voltages can be interfaced to this interface test circuit.

The horizon! fine sun sensor data was simulated using the Java written program. Like all other

sensors on SUNSAT, the horizon / fine sun sensors are read every second. This requires that all

five registers be accessed in less than one second. The ADuC812 takes 280ms to read the digital

parallel data from the PC This 280ms period, added to the total time taken for all four ND

channels to be converted amounts to less than one second. Both analog and digital sensors can be

read and the data be transmitted to the PC (simulated ACP) every second.

When the simulated registers are addressed one line at a time stays low for 42.5ms. This is

enough time for the horizon / fine sun sensor simulation program to detect a low pin since the
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pins are polled at the rate of 125kHz. The ADuC812 is capable of accessing more than five

registers. The PC can not be used to simulate more than five registers. The PC's parallel port has

five input pins [11]. To simulate more than five registers, more than one PC's parallel port is

needed.

For interfacing the magnetorquers, only the status of the coil (direction of current flow) was

tested. The magnetorquers are switched on over a ten seconds period for a maximum duration of

8 seconds as is done on SUNSA T. These periods can be modified in the slave2 code to suite the

attitude control requirements of the particular satellite. By using port2 and higher nibble ofport3,

the status of six magnetic coils can be controlled. The magnetorquer control bytes are received

every ten seconds. Again this period can be modified in the network master code (simulated

ACP), to satisfy the particular satellite's control requirements.

On SUNSAT, every second during pointing and stabilization the reaction wheels are

commanded. The speed of the reaction wheels is the function of the control voltage. The control

voltage is the output from the DJA converters. The relationship between the calculated OJA

output and the measured OJA outputs is shown in figure 5.2. The size of the control voltage

depend s on the OJA control bytes received from the Pc. Two control bytes are needed for each

OJA conversion channel. While the AID converters process the speed feedback the current

reference from the OJA converters of the same ADuC8l2 chip can be output to the motor drive

system.

The digital controlled sensors and actuators communicate with the ADuC812 using TTL level

voltages. These voltages are very susceptible to noise. It is recommended that the testing of

interfaces be done in areas with low electromagnetic noise interference The bus network is less

susceptible to noise since it uses the RS-485 voltage levels.

All the sensors and actuators can be interfaced to one ADuC812 with disadvantages. If the

micro-controller becomes faulty, communication with all the sensors and actuators connected to

the micro-controller can be disrupted. Also a faulty sensor can drive high currents into the micro-

controller therefore damaging the micro-controller. Using more than one slave gives an option of
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distributing the sensors and actuators to avoid a total breakdown of communication between the

sensors, actuators and the master (ACP) in the event of a micro-controller getting damaged. To

address up to eight simulated horizon / fine sun sensor registers and use less number of pins on

the micro-controller, a 3-to-8 decoder can be employed.

The advantage of using one ADuC812 is that the number of messages and acknowledgements

transmitted between the master and the slaves are reduced. This can improve the communication

time between the master and the slave and reduce the overheard percentage in the messages.
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APPENDIX A

Design Calculations
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A. Hardware Design Calculations

The voltage inputs to port 1 of the micro-converter must range from 0 to VREF VREF is an

internal reference voltage, which is 2.5 Volts. In the design the VREF was overdriven by an

external reference of 5V, so the input voltage can range from 0 to 5V de. Refer to the

schematic diagram in Appendix-B figure B.l for the following calculations. Using the Op-

Amp gates connected to jumper Jl6 and pin 1.2 of the micro-converter, the analog input

voltage to pins P 1.2, Pl.3 and PIA were calculated as follows [3][5]:

R4
Voull = -(-)(V2 - V3)

Rl
(1)

Voull is an output voltage at pin 1 on IC4: A

V2 is an input voltage at terminal 1 of Jl6

V3 is an input voltage at terminal 2 of Jl6

The ratio of 1:4 was chosen so that Voull can range from -2.5V to +2.5Y. The maximum bipolar

output voltage of ±5V is expected from the magnetometer. For maximum bipolar output

voltage

1
Voull = -( - )*(-5 - 5) = 2.5 V

4
(2)

and the magnetometer output voltage is lOVpp.

The input voltage at the non-inverting side of the IC4: B is kept constant and is obtained from

the voltage reference device that outputs 2.5 V dc when driven by 5V de. The input to the

inverting side of IC4: B is Voutl. The ratio between RI6 and RI3 (closed loop gain of the

amplifier) is 1: 1. Then in the same way as in equation (1), Vout? (output at pin 7 ofIC4 B) was

calculated as follows:

Vout? = -( R13 )*(Voutl - 2.5 V)
R16

(3)

VOUI? is also the single ended input voltage to P 1.2 of the micro-converter. The calculation of

the single ended input voltages to other three analogue-to-digital channels was done in the

same way as above.
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Gate Ie3: e and Ie3: D (refer to Appendix A) are used to convert the two single ended output

voltages from two DAe output pins of the micro-converter into a differential voltage for use as

the voltage inputs to the reaction wheels. The output of the voltage reference device (2.5V de)

driven by 5V dc is used as the input voltage to the non-inverting sides of both Ie3: e and Ie3:

D. The input to the inverting sides is the DAe output voltage which ranges from O-to- Vno (see

Appendix B.l). Vollt8 is the output voltage at gate IC3: C at pin 8 and was calculated as follows

Vout8 = ~(R41 )*(DAel - 2.5 Volts)
R38

(4)

where DACI is the single ended voltage from DACI pin.

The ratio between ~l and R38 is 1: 1; meaning that the closed loop gain of this Op-Amp is 1.

Vollt8 according to calculations ranges from -2.5V to +2.5V de when VREF is 5V de. IC3: C

functions the same way as the gate assigned to DAeo that is Ie3: D.

Ie3: e and Ie3: D Op-Arnps are also employed in the hardware to prevent the destruction of

the micro-converter in the event of a short circuit at the output of the Op-Amp. If a short circuit

occurs the output current will be limited to about 25mA (source: National Semiconductor

LM347 Quad 741 Op-Amps Datasheet).
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APPENDIXB

Schematics
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The following schematic diagram is the representation of the interface test hardware. This

interface hardware can interface both analog and digital attitude determination and control

components.
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B.l Schematic of the Interface Hardware
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This schematic diagram is for the MOSFET driver that drives the Xl magnetic torque coil. All

six coils are driven by the MOSFETs the same as the one below. The schematic was copied

from SUNSA T schematics document.

~2 F5

F3

h.

10MAGHETDRQUERS

MDSFET DR! VERS

Rttltutl:> DotlrnLratl1l1

B.2 Schematic of the MOSFET drivers for the Xl Magnetorquer coil
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The schematic diagram represents the test circuit for magnetorquer polarity status.

T
I
I

OJ 1"-" ill to 't (\J ~)o,_'
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B.3 Schematic of the Magnetorquer Status Test Circuit
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The schematic below, is the representation of the Horizon / Sun Sensor Piggyback Plug. The

plug interfaces the Horizon / Sun Sensors to the ADCS of SUNSAT.

n GROUND GROUND 2
1

HSEN+15V HSEN+ 15v 4
3

HSEN-15V H5EN-15 6
5

HSEN5V H5EN5 8
7

VOUT S5 VOUT 10
9 -

VOUT B D5EL 12
11 -. 8ra315V 813315 14
13

AD ILLY AD ILLX 16
15 - -

AD ILLS /INTXYS 18
17 -

HSSTEMP INT5EL 213
19

D REG 13 D REG 2 22
21 - - - -

D REG 3 D REG 1 24
23 - - - -

0 8031 D0 PCNT 1 26
25 - -

81331 Dl 8031 D2 28
27 - -

PCNT 0 8031 D3 30
29 - -

8031 D4 Av 32
31 -

HSEN ON 8031 D5 34
33 - -

SS ILLUM5EL 36
35

8031 D6 55 38
:p -

8031 D7 D REG 4 413
39 - - -

HORIZON-SENSOR PLUG

B.4 Schematic of the Horizon! Sun Sensor Piggyback Plug
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The schematic diagram below is the representation of the Magnetometer Piggyback Plug. The

plug interfaces the Magnetometer to the ADCS of SUNSA T.

MM TEST NC 2
1

MAGM1 MAGM4 4
3

MAGM2 ADCS+15V 6
5

MAGM3 ADCS-15V 8
7

GROUND GROUND 10 -- tJ
9

MAGNETOMETER PIGGYBACK

8.5 Schematic of the Magnetometer Piggyback Plug
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The schematic diagram below, is the representation of the Magnetorquer Piggyback Plug. The

plug interfaces the magnetorquer coils to the ADCS of SUNSAT.

Il- SZ2A. 1 9SZ28 .0

11 SY2A2 SY28 10 n~

ri SX2A3 1 1SX28 .n

Il- SZ1A4 SZ18 12
-fl

SY1A5 13SY18 --fl

SX1A6 14SX18 -fl

n NC. 7 15NC 0

G NC8

MAGNETORQUER PLUG

B.6 Schematic of the Magnetorquer Piggyback Plug
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